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“Many of the principles of Project Haystack offer significant 
improvements to how we model machines, yet we found the current 
model to be somewhat limited and also missing some critical details 
that open up a variety of data and applications.” 

At Conserve It, our daily development work includes 
the software modeling of chillers and chiller plants 

for application across HVAC systems.  During the 10-plus 
years that we’ve been doing this within our commercial 
product PlantPRO, we have continuously learned a few 
key things.  

Recently, we had cause to review the way we model 
machines in plants and in doing so, we took the time to 
compare our models with those that have been accepted 
in Project Haystack.  

Many of the principles of Project Haystack offer significant 
improvements to how we model machines, yet we found 
the current model to be somewhat limited and also 
missing some critical details that open up a variety of data 
and applications.

Starting From the Basics
If we look at a basic chiller, it is essentially a number 
of pieces of equipment that are related to each other.  
Typically, a simple chiller will have two heat exchangers, a 
refrigerant circuit and a compressor.  Whilst it is possible 
to build a specific model for this easily, it would be better 
to create a more generic model that can capture more 
complicated scenarios, such as multi-circuit and multi-
compressor machines.  Any new model that captures more 
complicated chillers should also take into account heat 
pump and dual production machines (producing chilled and 
hot water simultaneously), which is something we see on 
a daily basis.

If we look at a simple chiller example then the machine 
could be tagged, without worrying about data point 
entities yet, as follows:

// chiller or plant machine entity

id:@a, hvac, equip, chiller

// first heat exchanger, also referred to the 
evaporator

id:@b, exchanger, function:cooling, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a

// second exchanger, also referred to as the 
condenser

id:@c, exchanger, function:sink, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a 

// refrigerant circuit

id:@d, equip, circuit, equipRef:@a, refrig, 
gas

// a single compressor

id:@e, equip, comp:1, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@d

Let’s examine this model more closely.  

Overhauling the Chiller 
Model in Project Haystack
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A few new tags have been introduced, however what has 
been created is a more detailed model of a chiller.  One 
that captures the relationships of all the “sub-equips” in 
a chiller.  Creating higher level abstractions in the model 
allows us to capture more complex scenarios and even add 
value in these simpler cases.  

The first new tag is exchanger.  This identifies an equip 
as a typical heat exchanger vessel, or perhaps energy 
exchanger would be a better term, that would be found in 
a chiller or plant machine.  

In this model we are using the equipRef tag as the means 
of relating all the sub-equips together to the parent equip.

The function tag is a key tag that provides for flexibility 
in other scenarios.  This tag is an enumeration and could 
have the following values:

• cooling - the exchanger produces cooling water

• heating - the exchanger produces hot water

• sink - the exchanger rejects energy, typically heat, 
should be used in conjunction with either an air or 
water tag to denote the rejection medium

• source - the exchanger imports energy from either 
water or air, should be used in conjunction with an air 
or water tag to denote the energy source

• source_sink - the exchanger can either be importing 
energy or rejecting energy to a medium, it cannot do 
both simultaneously, should be used in conjunction 
with an air or water tag to denote the energy source 
and rejection medium

The circuit tag marks a sub-equip in the plant machine as a 
loop that conveys a fluid or gas of some description.  When 
used with the refrig and gas tags it denotes this sub-equip 
as a refrigerant circuit in the chiller.

The comp tag creates another equip entity within our chiller 
that represents a compressor.  The compressor has a tag 
denoting what compressor type it is, in this case screw, 
and this is done on the compressor as it is possible for 
plant machines to use different compressor types on the 
one machine.

Lastly, I have created the tag circuitRef, which is a 
most important tag especially when looking at more 
complicated machines.  This tag allows us to know the 
circuit a compressor is connected to in a chiller.  This 
information is absolutely crucial in multi-circuit/multi-
compressor machines as it allows us to do much more 
in-depth analysis of the operation of a machine.

So far so good. we have constructed a new model for a 
machine.  Now, what about points?

Exchanger Points
As the model for a plant machine has now been 
generalised a lot more, it is also possible to generalise 
the data point entities for an exchanger and other sub-
equips.  For an exchanger we would alter the existing point 
definitions for the chiller model to the following:

entering, water, temp, sensor 
leaving, water, temp, sensor 
leaving, water, flow, sp 
water, flow, sensor 
water, delta, pressure, sensor 
water, valve, isolation, cmd

The existing chiller model defines many more points which 
in practice are superfluous.  For example, in the hundreds 
of plants where we have deployed our commercial 
PlantPRO solution on, we have never seen an entering and 
leaving flow meter or sensor on the evaporator of a chiller.  
The cost of doing such an installation would be beyond 
most facilities and given that the flow through a chiller is 
generally the same at the entering and leaving points to 
the exchanger, then it need only be measured once.

Circuit Points
For the refrigerant circuit we need to introduce some new 
point definitions.  Luckily there are not so many to do, 
but there are still some complicating factors that need 
attention.  For a refrigerant circuit we would look to have 
entities such as:

discharge, pressure, refrig, gas, sensor 
discharge, temp, refrig, gas, sensor 
suction, pressure, refrig, gas, sensor 
suction, temp, refrig, gas, sensor

They look all good and they capture some vital 
information. The refrigerant temperature sensors may not 
always be present so they are optional, and it is possible to 
convert pressure to temperature via a calculation as well.  

The complication on a refrigerant circuit comes in to play 
when there are multiple compressors connected to a 
single refrigerant circuit.  Each compressor may have its 
own suction and discharge pressure sensors rather than 
there being 1 suction and 1 discharge pressure sensor 
for the whole circuit, but in reality, most applications only 
care about the suction and discharge readings for a circuit.  
This can be handled by knowing the relationships of 
compressors to circuits, which of course are now captured 
in this new model.  
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Kicking the Complexity Up a Notch
To this point we have created a simple model for a 
single refrigerant circuit and single compressor chiller.  
How would this look if we had a 2 circuit 4 compressor 
machine? 

// chiller or plant machine entity

id:@a, hvac, equip, chiller

 

// first heat exchanger, also referred to the 
evaporator

id:@b, exchanger, function:cooling, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a

 

// second exchanger, also referred to as the 
condenser

id:@c, exchanger, function:sink, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a 

 

// refrigerant circuits

id:@d, equip, circuit, equipRef:@a, refrig, 
gas

id:@e, equip, circuit, equipRef:@a, refrig, 
gas

 

// compressors connected to circuit @d

id:@f, equip, comp:1, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@d

id:@g, equip, comp:2, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@d

 

// compressors connected to circuit @e

id:@h, equip, comp:3, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@e

id:@j, equip, comp:4, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@e

By constructing the model in this way, it is now possible 
to do some really in-depth analysis of the machine, 
particularly on the refrigerant circuits.  By creating a 
relationship between compressors and circuits, it is now 
possible to determine which circuit is active - a vital piece 
of information that we use in PlantPRO when conducting 
performance analytics on a chiller.

Ready to Go Even Further?
In our work, we see a lot of plants with chillers and heat 
pumps, or chiller and heat recovery machines of various 
kinds.  How could we model these?  Pretty easily now with 
our much more generic and abstracted model.  See below 
for a single compressor and single refrigeration circuit air 
source heat pump:

// heat pump or plant machine entity

id:@a, hvac, equip, heatpump

 

// first heat exchanger

id:@b, exchanger, function:heating, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a

 

// second exchanger, also referred to as the 
condenser

id:@c, exchanger, function:source, air, 
equip, equipRef:@a 

 

// refrigerant circuit

id:@d, equip, circuit, equipRef:@a, refrig, 
gas

 

// a single compressor

id:@e, equip, comp:1, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@d

That is a simple heat pump example.  There are many 
more complex heat pumps as many manufacturers offer 
either water reversible or refrigerant reversible heat 
pumps which means the function of an exchanger is a 
dynamic setting and changes periodically depending on 
ambient temperature or time of year.  This introduces 
further complexity into the model, but they are not 
insurmountable now that we can label an exchanger as 
having a function.

Heat recovery chillers are machines that can only operate 
when they can reject all of the heat they pull out of the 
cooling water into a heating loop in a building.  This model 
is now easy to construct using the new ideas presented 
here.

// heat recovery plant machine entity

id:@a, hvac, equip, recovery, chiller

 

// first heat exchanger, also referred to the 
evaporator

id:@b, exchanger, function:cooling, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a

 

// second exchanger, also referred to as the 
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condenser

id:@c, exchanger, function:heating, water, 
equip, equipRef:@a 

 

// refrigerant circuit

id:@d, equip, circuit, equipRef:@a, refrig, 
gas

 

// a single compressor

id:@e, equip, comp:1, screw, equipRef:@a, 
circuitRef:@d

 

Simply by changing the function of an 
exchanger a new type of machine can be 
created.

What we have been able to illustrate in this discussion is 
that there are alternative ways to model plant machines 
than what is currently in the Project Haystack standard.  
Furthermore, the standard can be enhanced to incorporate 
the ability to model different types of plant machines.  
With the “electrification” of our building being driven by 
utilities around the globe, and the drive to move away 
from fossil fuels growing ever larger, our community will 

need to know how to work with heat recovery machines of 
various kinds so they can provide meaningful applications 
to stakeholders and customers.

In practice, through our work with PlantPRO, we actually 
have the requirements to model much more complicated 
machines from a number of different manufacturers.  
Machines with three exchangers whose operating mode 
can vary dynamically, modular machines where each 
module has multiple compressors and circuits and the 
function of an exchanger can also change dynamically, but 
for different reasons.  

At Conserve It, we have had to find new ways such as 
these, to model such highly complex machines in order to 
be able to understand the data they generate.

If anyone has any interest in discussing this further or 
even taking it into a working group, I am happy to continue 
to work on this with the community.  At the end of the 
day we need to find a way to model chillers and chiller 
plants more effectively and we are sure that others in our 
community also have this need. 
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